INTRODUCTION
In 1997, two Houston firefighters came to National Aeronautics & Space Administration (NASA) Johnson Space Center (JSC) with a very damaged helmet in hand, asking for help to prevent burns that they and their buddies were getting through their protective clothing.
They wanted to try some Space Shuttle tiles for insulation, because they had heard that these tiles could withstand 1100 degree Celsius (2000 degree Fahrenheit) temperatures.
After the initial meetings, a team of engineers at NASA JSC and Houston firefighters developed a list of problem areas for which NASA technology and know-how could offer improvements for firefighter suits and gear.
As we studied the range of problems, we determined that the firefighter helmet was not going to be the first solution area we addressed. The team met weekly for further brainstorming, sketches, and concepts. Prototypes are now being developed to address several of these problem areas.
The goals for this year are to improve the basic turnout gear (pants and coat) and to address the heat stress caused by a firefighter's metabolic heat. A firefighter will risk dangerously hot places in order to find and save a victim, then usually stay back from the extreme heat while extinguishing the fire.
More firefighters die each year from heat stress and related heart attacks than from smoke and flame. It was a typically hot and humid day in Houston.
Those of us in shirt sleeves and straw hats were perspiring and uncomfortably hot. The other training firefighters met their limits of endurance, peeling off their coats and seeking shade and water at every opportunity.
The cooled firefighter remained buttoned up in his turnout gear for three hours -in the training fire house, in the sunshine, hauling hose -with no visible sweat, and a contented smile on his face.
We are now exploring an experimental technology that uses cryogenic liquid air as a heat sink Cryogenic liquid air packs have been explored as a low pressure, low profle breathing air source. A key benefit of the liquid air is the ability to contain higher quantities of breathing air without increasing pressure.
The thought behind this innovation is to couplecryogenic air witha liquidcooling garment ina package thatwiltmeetsafetystandards and be robustenoughfor the fire service. In the design of a protective garment, a trade-off among more protection, more weight, and increased cost must be made.
Thicker garments would offer a firefighter more time at higher ambient temperatures, but the added bulk wou}d reduce mobility, and the weight of thicker insulation would reduce the work the firefighter could do before becoming exhausted.
As long as a firefighter stays away from direct flame and crawls, down on the floor, current turnout gear for structural fires usually can do an adequate job of protecting a flrefighter from the heat transferred by conduction and convection. If the firefighter were to stand up, the temperatures would be too hot for the garment to withstand.
In addition, the current structural firefighter suits offer little protection from radiant heat. In a structural fire, the current aluminized or coated fabrics get scraped and soiled so badly that any radiant heat protection can be lost immediately.
Putting a radiation shield inside the outer shell is not practical because this would subject the outer shell fabric to a multiple impact of the infrared radiation.
The actual amount of increased infrared radiation would depend on the transmissivity and reflectivity' of each of the materials involved.
Another concern is that, with current suit designs, super insulating a garment from outside heat must be balanced with the need to eliminate the metabolic heat produced by the firefighter's work that is then contained within the from the water sprayed from the hoses at the fire scene, and more emphasis on comfort on the fabric layer next to the skin.
INSULATION FIBERS AND INNOVATIVE LAYUPS
The thermal liner provides the flrefighter protection from conducted and convected heat. Ideally, this layer will continue to provide superior protection when wet or compressed, but this is where improvements still need to be made. The insulation effect is a result of the loft or of the trapped air pockets in the insulation layer. Since the fibers are in close proximity to the heat outside the suit, it is important that they must be stable under high temperature conditions, while not conducting this heat along the length of the fiber. Fiber tensile strength does not play an important role, but the insulation still has to be robust due to the flexion and compression of the garment.
One and n,n-dimethyl acetamide (moderately toxicby skincontact); anda highconcentration of 2,4-disocyanto-l-methyl benzene(carcinogen). In the used fabric samples, we found medium levels of 1-octadecene; 1-chloro octadecene; 1,4-Dioxane (carcinogen); aceticacid(toxicandsevereskinirritant); propanal (moderately toxic by skin contact); 4-toluene sulfonamide (poisonby ingestion, when heatedemits very toxic fumes); 2-(2-methoxyethexyethanol (moderatelytoxic by skin contact); 1,2-benzene dicarbolicacid (moderately toxic by ingestion); and a very high level of n,n-dimethyl acetamide(moderately toxicby skincontact).
Clearly, thedebrison the usedsuitsindicated theyhad notbeenwashedaftertheir lastuse,but eventhe new sampleof the samefabric was contaminated.Wet turnout gearis notsupposed to beworntoa fire because it is known to provide little thermal protection when wet. It takes from 3 hours to over a day to dry a turnout gear. It is typical for a firefighter in Houston to make five or more runs each shift.
Several shifts in a rotation can occur before having a day off and the opportunity to wash or hose down the turnout gear. Firefighters are reluctant to take their turnout gear home to wash, and few fire stations have washing machines. So, it is usually months between washes.
Many firefighters just hose down their turnout gear when they can. The residual contaminants present a safety concern to anyone handling the garments on a regular basis.
We plan to do a series of controlled studies. We plan to subject turnout gear fabric samples with known contaminants and quantities. Then we will measure the residual contaminants after brushing the fabric, after rinsing the fabric with water, and after washing the fabric with detergents.
DETERIORATION
Chemical action from residual contamination may cause fabric deterioration, but there are other, more obvious, sources of fabric deterioration.
Ultraviolet radiation from sunlight and fluorescent lighting is known to break down the fbers used in turnout gear.
A history of abrasion, wear, high heat, and thermal cycles also contributes to the degradation of thermal and strength properties of turnout suit materials.
We obtained some discarded suits from the Houston Fire Department.
We took samplBs of outer shell fabric from these old suits and compared them with identical fabric from new suits. We performed two mechanical property tests. On the tongue tear strength test, a new suit tore at 35 pounds, while an old suit tore at 7.7 pounds.
On the tensile strength test, a new suit failed at 300 pounds per square inch, while an old suit failed at 85 pounds per square inch. In each test of mechanical strength, the old suit fabric retained only about one-fourth the strength of the new suit fabric.
On thermal conductivity tests, the old suit had a five percent reduction in thermal resistance when compared with the new suit. 
